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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers built a custom mobile app for their field reps to create orders in Salesforce. OAuth is used for
authenticating mobile users. The app is built in such a way that when a user session expires after Initial login, a new
access token is obtained automatically without forcing the user to log in again. While that improved the field reps\\'
productivity, UC realized that they need a "logout" feature. 

What should the logout function perform in this scenario, where user sessions are refreshed automatically? 

A. Invoke the revocation URL and pass the refresh token. 

B. Clear out the client Id to stop auto session refresh. 

C. Invoke the revocation URL and pass the access token. 

D. Clear out all the tokens to stop auto session refresh. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) has an e-commerce website where customers can buy products, make payments and
manage their accounts. UC decides to build a Customer Community on Salesforce and wants to allow the customers to
access the community from their accounts without logging in again. UC decides to implement an SP-initiated SSO using
a SAML-compliant Idp. In this scenario where Salesforce is the Service Provider, which two activities must be performed
in Salesforce to make SP-initiated SSO work? Choose 2 answers 

A. Configure SAML SSO settings. 

B. Create a Connected App. 

C. Configure Delegated Authentication. 

D. Set up My Domain. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) employees have Salesforce access from restricted IP ranges only, to protect against
unauthorised access. UC wants to roll out the Salesforce1 mobile app and make it accessible from any location. 

Which two options should an Architect recommend? Choose 2 answers 

A. Relax the IP restriction with a second factor in the Connect App settings for Salesforce1 mobile app. 

B. Remove existing restrictions on IP ranges for all types of user access. 

C. Relax the IP restrictions in the Connect App settings for the Salesforce1 mobile app. 

D. Use Login Flow to bypass IP range restriction for the mobile app. 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

What information does the \\'Relaystate\\' parameter contain in sp-Initiated Single Sign-on? 

A. Reference to a URL redirect parameter at the identity provider. 

B. Reference to a URL redirect parameter at the service provider. 

C. Reference to the login address URL of the service provider. 

D. Reference to the login address URL of the identity Provider. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) uses Salesforce for its customer service agents. UC has a proprietary system for order
tracking which supports Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) based single sign-on. The VP of customer service
wants to ensure only active Salesforce users should be able to access the order tracking system which is only visible
within Salesforce. 

What should be done to fulfill the requirement? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Setup Salesforce as an identity provider (IdP) for order Tracking. 

B. Set up the Corporate Identity store as an identity provider (IdP) for Order Tracking, 

C. Customize Order Tracking to initiate a REST call to validate users in Salesforce after login. 

D. Setup Order Tracking as a Canvas app in 5alesforce to POST IdP initiated SAML assertion. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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